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Motivated by the quick control in Wuhan, China, and the rapid spread in other countries of COVID-19, we 

investigate the questions that what is the turning point in Wuhan by quantifying the variety of basic 

reproductive number after the lockdown city. The answer may help the world to control the COVID-19 

epidemic. A modified SEIR model is used to study the COVID-19 epidemic in Wuhan city. Our model is 

calibrated by the hospitalized cases. The modeling result gives out that the means of basic reproductive 

numbers are 1.5517 (95% CI 1.1716-4.4283) for the period from Jan 25 to Feb 11, 2020, and 0.4738(95% CI 

0.0997-0.8370) for the period from Feb 12 to Mar 10. The transmission rate fell after Feb 12, 2020 as a result of 

China’s COVID-19 strategy of keeping society distance and the medical support from all China, but 

principally because of the clinical symptoms to be used for the novel coronavirus pneumonia (NCP) 

confirmation in Wuhan since Feb 12, 2020. Clinical diagnosis can quicken up NCP-confirmation such that the 

COVID-19 patients can be isolated without delay. So the clinical symptoms pneumonia-confirmation is the 

turning point of the COVID-19 battle of Wuhan. The measure of clinical symptoms pneumonia-confirmation 

in Wuhan has delayed the growth and reduced size of the COVID-19 epidemic, decreased the peak number of 

the hospitalized cases by 96% in Wuhan. Our modeling also indicates that the earliest start date of COVID-19 

in Wuhan may be Nov 2, 2019. 

Abstract: COVID-19, Epidemic, Clinical Symptoms pneumonia-confirmation, Wuhan,

Introduce 

In December 2019, a new coronavirus was firstly 

discovered in Wuhan, Province Hubei, China. The World 

health organization named this coronavirus as coronavirus 

disease 2019 (COVID-19) on Feb 11, 2020. In Jan 2020, 

COVID-19 epidemic began to break out in Wuhan (1). To 

control the COVID-19 epidemic, a serial strategy was 

taken. Firstly, a controversial measure was the lockdown 

of Wuhan and nearby cities in Province Hubei to prevent 

the further exportation of infected individuals to the rest of 

China. And then many health care teams were sent to 

support Wuhan from outside of Province Hubei, China. 

And anyone, who went outdoors, was asked to necessarily 

wear a mask. Especially, clinical symptoms begin to be 

used to confirm the novel coronavirus pneumonia (NCP) in 

the COVID-19 worst affected area of China from Feb 12, 

2020, CT imaging results were used as the clinical 

diagnostic criteria for NCP, but strictly limited in Hubei 

Proveince (2). With the working of China’s strategy, until 

now the COVID-19 epidemic has been in control. And the 

number of daily new confirmed cases in Wuhan was 

dropped precipitously from thousands to single digital. 

China's COVID-19 strategy was successful. Chinese 

scientists also have made a massive effort in the battle of 

COVID-19 in Wuhan. But the COVID-19 epidemic has 

broken out in many other countries around the world. Now 

scientists are concerned about whether the China’s 

COVID-19 strategy can work elsewhere (2). To control the 

world-spread of the COVID-19 epidemic, it is necessary to 

understand what the key of the COVID-19 epidemic 

control is in Wuhan. 

As we know, it is difficult to understand an epidemic in 

part because of a mass of uncertainty factors of individuals, 

institutions and government to a new and severe infecting 

disease. Over the last few decades, mathematical models of 

disease transmission have provided effective different 

intervention strategies for the infectious disease, and 

become a more and more powerful tool to analyze the 

epidemiological characteristics of infectious disease (4-7). 

The most common epidemic mathematical model is 

compartmental model. A compartmental approach always 

assumes that a susceptible individual first goes through a 

latent period (and be said to become exposed or in class E) 

after infection, would goes to the recovery. The resulting 

model is the SEIR model. The SEIR model has been used 

to study other two coronaviruses (SARS and MERS-Cov) 

since 2003(8-12). Also some researchers have studied 

COVID-19 by mathematical model (13-17). Except for one 
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study, which concerned the optimizing clinical diagnosis 

(18), as we know there is no result to study the effect of 

clinical symptoms NCP-confirmation. 

Within computational science, uncertainty quantification 

refers to a family of solution family to characterize the 

variability of a given analysis and the spread in the 

predicted performance of a complex system. In the 

Bayesian framework, model parameters are considered as 

random variable and the uncertainty about them is updated 

using observed data. A likelihood function is necessary for 

Bayesian inference. But for complex models from medical 

and biological science the likelihood functions are 

computationally intractable. In this work approximate 

Bayesian computing (19-21) is used to calibrate the model 

parameters. 

In this study, our proposal concentrates on the role of the 

COVID-19 epidemic control in Wuhan after the lockdown 

city, quantifying the importance of the clinic symptoms for 

NCP-confirmation. To this end, we calibrate the modified 

SEIR model by the public data. We quantify the variety of 

basic reproductive number before and after Feb 12, 2020. 

Furthermore, we made a long period modeling to show that 

the spreading of the epidemic. 

RESULTS 

In Wuhan, COVID-19 broke out Since Jan 2020, and is 

under control in no more than two months. However it has 

been breaking out in other countries. We need to study the 

COVID-19 in Wuhan and other countries. 

We first analyze the public data. Figure 1A indicates that 

there is jumping on Feb 12. Thus we separate the period 

into two stages: the 1
st
 stage from Jan 25 to Feb 11, the 2

nd

stage from Feb 12 to Mar 10. And the data from Mar 11 to 

15 is used to validate our model. And then we calibrate our 

proposed mathematical model by public data. Figure 2A 

and B summarize that the fitness of the model and the 

public data. Also, the basic reproductive number was 

studied in Figure 2C and D. Since the basic reproductive 

number is 0.4738 in the 2
nd

 stage, it is indicated that the 

COVID-19 epidemic has been under control in Wuhan. 

The measure of clinical symptoms pneumonia- 

confirmation in Wuhan has delayed the growth and 

reduced size of the COVID-19 epidemic, decreased the 

peak number of the hospitalized cases by 96% in Wuhan. 

Figure 2B tells us that the hospitalized cases will be clear 

as early as the end of April, 2020. At last we find that the 

earliest transmission of the COVID-19 epidemic in Wuhan 

began on Nov 2, 2019. 

MATHEMATICAL METHOD 

Data 

The observed data is collected from the official public data 

of Wuhan Municipal Health Commission (22) and the big 

data of BAIDU (23). To obtain reliable observed data, we 

use the data of the numbers of daily confirmed, recovered 

and death cases from February 25 to March 15 after the 

lockdown of Wuhan city. There is jumping on February 12 

in Fig. 1A. As we know that on that day the clinical 

symptoms were used to confirm NCP besides the 

laboratory confirmation in Wuhan (2, 24). So we would 

separate the considered period into two stages: January 25 

to February 11(denoted as the 1
st
 stage) and February 12 to 

March 15 (denoted 2
nd

 stage) to see the epidemic trend 

for-and-aft in Feb 12. 

Mathematical Model 

Many researchers have made significant progress on the 

SEIR model, where S, E, I, R denote mutually exclusive 

classes containing susceptible, exposed (latent), infectious, 

and recovered individuals. 

As the different epidemics have different transmission 

characteristics, the epidemic mathematical model cannot 

straightforwardly use. We class the population into 

susceptible, exposed, infectious, hospitalized and removed 

(Fig. 1B). Our model also considers that the variety of the 

transmission affects the daily rate of spread from the 

susceptible class to exposed class. Based on the SEIR 

model we propose a modified SEIR model for the 

transmission of people between five states: susceptible (S), 

exposed (E), infected (I), hospitalized (H) and removed (R), 

where the infected class includes the infections with 

symptoms and infections but no symptoms, and removed 

class includes the recovery and death without considering 

the nature birth and death, our COVID-19 epidemiological 

model, is given by the following nonlinear system of 

ordinary differential equations: 
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which is denoted as SEIHR with the initial values 

),,,,( 00000 RHIES , satisfying the following 

conservation law of the population 
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Here N means the total population without considering the 

number of natural birth and death, and the meaning of the 

parameters sees Table 1. 

Table 1 Parameter definitions of the SEIHR model 

Parameter Definition

β(1-I/N) Transmission rate per day 

λ Rate of progression to infectious state per day 

α Rate of progression from infections to 

hospitalized cases per day 

γ Rate of from infections to removed state per 

day 

μ Rate of from the hospitalized cases to 

removed cases per day 

Suceptibles

(S)

Explosed

(E)

Infected

(I)

Hospitalized

(H)

Removed

(R)

Confirmed

Non-

Confirmed

Figure 1: The used public data and model structure. (A) Daily of the 

hospitalized cases in Wuhan. (B) Flow-SEIHR model diagram. 

Susceptible individuals(S) become exposed persons (E) before 

infections (I). After infections they then progress to two classes: 

hospitalized cases with confirmation COVID-19 patients and 

removed class without non-confirmation including recovery and 

death. Hospitalized case finally enters the removed class. (C) The 

flow chart to study an epidemic model  

From the second generator approach 
(26, 27)

, we obtained the 

control basic reproductive number as following 

γα
β

γα
β

+
≈

+
=

N

S0

0R

By the posterior PDF of the parameters, we may easily 

deduce the PDF of R0 with means and variance. 

To calibrate the parameters, there are usually two ways: 

Maximum likelihood and Bayesian analysis. For both 

approaches the likelihood function is needed. But 

appropriate likelihood function is usually difficult. 

Approximate Bayesian Computing (ABC) 
(18-20)

 is a set of 

methods that attempts to use Bayesian idea without the 

likelihood function. In this study we use ABC to estimate 

the parameters. Analyzing the data we see that the 

parameter, μ, was no more than 0.1. We assume that μ 
submitted to the uniform PDF on [0, 0.1]. Except μ, all the 
other parameters are assumed to submit the uniform PDF 

on [0, 1]. Firstly, the parameters are sampled in the 

uncertainty intervals 50000 times by Latin hypercube 

design 
(28-30)

. And then we define the following criteria for 

accepted samples 

A

B

C
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where ε is a small positive number. 
After we obtain the accepted samples, the corresponding 

statistical values may be deduced. For every sample of 

parameters we use MATLAB to solve the ordinary 

differential system of the SEIHR model. The flow chart to 

study an epidemic model is shown in Fig. 1C. 

MODELING THE COVID-19 EPIDEMIC IN 

WUHAN 

This part focuses on the spread of COVID-19 epidemic in 

Wuhan after the lockdown of this city. We mainly concern 

the number of hospitalized infections, which means the 

confirmed infections except for recovery and death. 

By approximate Bayesian computing 
(18-20)

 we calibrate our 

model 
(25)

. We set the modeling result of Feb. 12 with the 

means of the parameters for the 1
st
 stage as the initial 

values of the model of the 2
nd

 stage, except that the number 

of hospitalized infections is adjusted to the public data on 

Feb 12 and the number of infections is also adjusted. Our 

model fits to the case-incidence data qualitatively well (Fig. 

2A for the 1
st
 stage and Fig. 2B for the 2

nd
 stage in Wuhan). 

For these two stages, 95% CIs of the hospitalized cases 

(the grey region in Fig. 2A and B) cover the public data, 

and the modeling results with the corresponding means of 

the parameters are coherent with the observed data. By the 

sampling modeling we then estimate that the means of R0

are 1.5517 with %95 CI [1.1716, 4.4283] for the 1
st
 stage 

(Fig. 2C), and 0.4738 with 95% CI [0.0997, 0.8370] for the 

2
nd

 stage in Wuhan (Fig. 2D). These results indicate R0 is 

below the self-sustaining threshold of 1 since Feb 12, 2020, 

in Wuhan, thus, the Wuhan epidemic has been under 

control, in the sense that infection rates are declined. We 

notice that Feb 12 exactly is the date when the clinical 

diagnosis began to confirm NCP in Wuhan. Fig. 2B 

illuminates that the hospitalized cases in Wuhan may be 

cleared as early as the end of April, 2020. 

Figure 2. The modeling result of the hospitalized infections in these 

two stages of Wuhan. (A & B) The gray region was the 95% 

confidence interval (CI) of the count of hospitalized infections. The 

red point was the public data, the black triangles are the public datar 

from Mar 11 to Mar 15, to verify the model. And the blue lines are 

the modeling results with the means of the posterior PDF of the 

parameters. (C & D) The gray regions are the 95% CI, the black 

lines are the probability density functions (PDFs), and the red lines 

are the means of R0. 

By the public data in Wuhan, we see that the peak number 

of hospitalized cases is 37755 on Feb 18, 2020. But if we 

suppose that there is no clinical symptom confirming NCP, 

taking a long time simulation with the means of the 

parameters for the 1
st
 stage of Wuhan we estimate that the 

peak of hospitalized cases is the 74
th

 day since Jan 25, 

2020, that is to say, it is on April 8. The peak number of 

A

B

C D
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hospitalized cases was 979966. The peak number of the 

hospitalized cases was dropped by 96% (Fig. 3A). 

Furthermore, under the assumption that at the start time of 

COVID-19 with two latent, one infectious and zero 

hospitalized cases, we modeled the COVID-19 epidemic 

for a long time transmission. The result shows that the 

peak time of hospitalized cases is the 145th day, the peak 

number was 976472 (Fig. 3B). We find that the above two 

peak numbers are almost the same. We also find that, the 

date, which was mostly closed to the public data on Jan 25, 

2020, is the 56
th

 day after the start time of COVID-19. The 

modeling result of hospitalized infectious is 560 (the 

public data was 533) at the red line of Fig. 3B. 

Furthermore, if we suppose that in the start date the initial 

exposed class has only one case, and the infectious, 

hospitalized and removed classes are zero cases, then the 

peaking data of the hospitalized cases is the 157
th

 day and 

the mostly close date to the public data on Jan 25, 2020 is 

the 66
th

 day with the hospitalized number, 509. 

Figure 3. The modeling of the transmission dynamics of the 

epidemic. (A) The long period modeling transmission dynamics of 

two stages in Wuhan. The zero day is Jan 25, 2020. (B) The long 

period of the transmission dynamics of the model for the 1st stage of 

Wuhan with the initial value )0,0,1,2(),,,( 0000 =RHIE .

DISUSSION 

As soon as the COVID-19 epidemic can transmit human to 

human, the infection number would rise exponentially 

without control measures. Fortunately, China's government 

has taken a highly crucial strategy to control COVID-19 in 

Wuhan. In this study we have simulated the transmission 

dynamics of COVID-19 for the different stages in Wuhan. 

And we show that China's clinical diagnosis strategy is 

all-important and effective for the epidemic control. The 

experience maybe helps the world to control the 

COVID-19 epidemic. 

By the long period modeling of the 1
st
 stage of Wuhan city 

we estimate the peaking date of hospitalized cases is April 

8 and the peak number of hospitalized is more than 900 

thousand. If it happens, so many infective patients must 

overwhelm the public health service. The public data 

shows that the peaking number of the public data of 

hospitalized cases is 37755 on February 18, 2020. 

Comparing the public data and the above modeling 

peaking number of the hospitalized cases, we see that the 

number dropped by 96% and the period was shorten 

two-part. China’s clinical symptom NCP-confirmation 

strategy shortens the period of the COVID-epidemic. In 

another words, clinical symptom NCP-confirmation 

strategy make to find the infections as soon as possible, 

China’s other strategy, building Leishenshan, Huoshenshan 

and Fangcang hospitals and the health care teams from 

other province of China, makes the confirmed infections to 

be hospitalized as soon as possible. The result shows that 

on February 12 China’s strategy is the key of the 

COVID-19 battle in Wuhan. From the mathematical point 

of view, it is also seen that, if suddenly a large number of 

infectious cases turned into the hospitalized cases, then the 

spread of the COVID-19 epidemic will change. 

Table 2. The estimation of start data of COVID-19 epidemic 

inWuhan 

Start Date Evidencey Source 

Dec 8, 2019 Clinical cases 
N Engl Med J 

(1) 

Dec 1, 2019 Clinical cases Lancet (31) 

Nov, 2019 
Inferring from the 

above result 
Science (32) 

Nov 15, 2019 

to Nov 30, 

Modeling with 

)0,0,1,2(),,,( 0000 =RHIE
This study 

A

B
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2019 

Nov 2, 2019 to 

Nov 20, 2019 

Modeling with 

)0,0,0,1(),,,( 0000 =RHIE
This study 

For a long period of modeling with the parameters of the 

1
st
 stage, we use different manners to estimate the start 

time. One estimated start date is Nov 15, 2019, and another 

estimated start date is Nov 30 2019. Our estimating start 

date is in good agreement with the pioneering results in 

Table 2. It is amazing that the period between the two 

dates was almost an isolation cycle. The period between 

two dates was also consistent with the preliminary estimate 

of the serial interval (mean 7.5 days and 95% CI 5.3 to 19). 

Making furthermore assumption, we see that the estimated 

start date of the COVID-19 epidemic in Wuhan is from 

Nov 2 to Nov 20, 2019. 

In this work, to understand the transmission dynamics of 

the COVID-19 epidemic in Wuhan and other countries, we 

quantify the effectiveness of the COVID-19 epidemic 

control in Wuhan. By the public data we considered the 

period as two stages in Wuhan. The model was calibrated 

by the public data. The results show that Feb 12 is the 

sticking point of the Wuhan epidemic control. 

As different measures are always coupling together, this 

study drew inferences from statistical and mathematical 

model. The mathematical models are complex, the data are 

poor, and some big questions remain. Misdiagnosis are 

almost inevitable by the clinical symptom 

NCP-confirmation, could affect measurements of the rate 

of epidemic spread. Mathematical model cannot consider 

every aspect, so there are still some uncertainties in the 

prediction of the epidemic transmission. Figure 2B shows 

that the hospitalized cases in Wuhan may be clear as early 

as the end of April, 2020. But with the decreasing of the 

hospital cases more and more medical resource focuses the 

hospitalized cases such that the clear date in Wuhan may 

be earlier than our modeling prediction. 
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